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Discover Springfield, where the Simpson family lives; Homer, Bart, Marge, Lisa and Maggie. Turn over the seats to find his picture. The Springfield map is based on a guide to Springfield USA. I made it interactive, the work is not finished, there are allways framegrabs to add and add some features to the map. Hello from Springfield, USA View from Springfield
Springfield from Space Opening Sequence (animated) Opening sequence (not animated) View from Springfield (poster) If you want to learn more about the show or Springfield in particular, check out these links: Increase from the opening sequence (animated GIF) (in GABF05 and FABF08) Where are the Simpsons' Springfield? The official website of the
animated series The Simpsons on FOX All Intros (Runs To Couch) 16th/17th season (including the enlarged sofa in space) All The Simpsons on DVD via Amazon.com Screenshots All about The Simpsons film SPRINGFIELD, USA: Facts City motto Noble Spirit Embiggens The Smallest Man to 1649 Incorporated 1796 Founder Jebediah Springfield Mayor
Joe Kwimbi Congress Representatives Bob Arnold (expelled), Horace Wilcox (deceased), Herschel Schmoikel Krutofsky (better known as Krusty Clown) Area 2,088,723 km2 (West Springfield in three times the size of Texas) -Density 30,720 1.50/km2 Height 1582 feet above sea level Codes area 636 and 939 Major Industries, Heavy Manufacturing, Duff
Beer, Retail, Boxes, Fiction, Crackers, Animated Media Official Bird Potbellied Sparrow Source: Wikipedia How is the Springfield Map? Share it! Hace UNOS d'as descubre otro visor con pseudocartograf'a interesante para estimular el cerebro de todo gisero en sus ratos libres: Simpsons City Map, un visor cartogr'fico de Springfield. Una cartograf'a dos
ciudad en donde homer simpson y sous family i han hecho reir durante varias temporadas (pese a que a lo largo de las temporadas Maggie no termina de hablar ni crecer). Simpson City MAP es un h'brido entre el t'pico visor 3D y un juego de roll. Algo parecido los SIMS pen sin personajes. Para todos los curiosos que quieran visitar la ciudad, este visor est
estructurado mediante localizaciones geogr'ficas de los lugares m's emblem'ticos. El Baduljak de Apu, El Colegio de Viteria de Springfield, la Casa de los Simpsons, El Crusti Burger, la Febrica de Cervezas Duff o el bar de mo. La plataforma Simpson City MAP permit recorrer la Ciudad de Springfield y visitar cada uno de estos lugares accediendo una
sencilla ficha descriptiva (eso s, en ingl's) en la que podemos ver una relaci'n de los principales cap'tulos en los que cada uno para ello podemos acceder a la vicky de los Simpsons y comenzar a our own information in this interactive map of Springyfield. If you wish, you can also start digitizing information in the city itself, including the pure ArcGIS, gvSIG, or
qGIS vector elements, and the characteristics of each of the digitized locations. It won't do much good, but the less you entertain yourself for a while and you can have fun. The share on FacebookShare on TwitterShare on Linkedin Is Possible Simpsons is one of the longest-running series on TELEVISION. And it doesn't look like Matt Groening is going to
end his golden egg chicken. Away from the series, Yellow Family begins a new phase with Disney and its streaming service, which will be available from November 15. Although it will not arrive in Spain and other European countries until the end of March 2020, enough time to catch up on some content. And there will be a new adventure of The Simpsons
unfolding in a fictional town called Springfield. After so many episodes, this city has shown many of its angles in great detail. We know where the Town Hall, the statue of Jebedia Springfield, the comic book store and other places where we have toured hundreds of times, practically. So much so that two fans of the animated series created a very complete
map of Springfield with so much overwhelming information. This image shows the city with all its parks, surroundings or bridges separating several areas, as you can see below. If you don't remember a few things, this map accurately puts you where the animal hospital, the wax museum, or Little Newark was, the Lisa district passes when she gets lost while
trying to go to the museum. Map of Springfield! from r/TheSimpsons All you want to know, I'm sure it's on this plane. There seems to be no place in the world that the Simpsons are not known for, and in Germany they were paid tribute by turning the bus stop into the family room. We'll have to wait until March to see if Disney will have a welcome and whether
Simpsons fans will follow their crazy adventures, even if they have to pay. The Simpsons map creates the city of Springfield from an animated series of the same name. You can find many recognizable houses, a nuclear power plant, shops and other facilities. The authors also implemented an interesting feature: the player has a mobile phone, with which you
can change the time of day and call a taxi to move quickly around the city. How to install a map of the SimpsonsSload the archive. Unpack its contents in a folder saves located in the game folder. Start Minecraft, run the game by selecting the world of The Simpsons. There are also many more buildings built ... The map of the futuristic city is a huge city of the
future with all the accompanying infrastructure. You can explore it alone or use it to create a cool themed server.... World Jump 3 map opens up a huge world with a large parkour. The author of the card did not restrict the player to any levels or anything else. All... If you consider yourself a true Simpsons fan, you're not going to deny me that you've ever
wondered how vast the city of Springfield is that appears in this animated series? and if we start thinking about everything inside it (nuclear power plant, prison, old Springfield, hospitals, museums, stadiums, among many other things), it should be a really huge city, at least much bigger than Shelbyville. Well, in case you have any doubts about how huge this
city is where Homer Simpson and his family live in the image above, they will be able to admire the full map of the city of Springfield, which was created based on various episodes of the series, so it's made as close as possible to what could be one of the most famous places in the world of television entertainment. By the way, I recommend clicking on the
image to enlarge it and challenge you to find Siempreviva Avenue (742 Evergreen Terrace) to find the most famous yellow family home on television. View by: Reddit Jan 25, 2012chris Noble Spirit Embiggens The Smallest Man - Springfield: Good - Corruptus in Extreme. The dubbing of Spain translates as a noble spirit to expand the smallest man, in
Hispanoamerica, expands. Slaughterhouse-Peak Widows, approximately 9,000m Springfield is the name of the fictional city where the American animated series The Simpsons is set. The city of Springfield functions as a universe, where its inhabitants, the heroes of the series, face the main problems of modern society. Springfield's geography and
environment are flexible enough to allow for animated support, and largely depend on the plot requirements of each chapter. This city represents the total population of any of the United States, as many cities with this name abound in this country. Because of its cartoonish nature, there are no coordinates or geographical references to place the city at any
particular location in the United States. However, fans of the series insist on determining the location of the city in terms of geographical and climatic characteristics offered in the series. That's why the series is pretty evasive in revealing The city is demanding and this issue has become a continuous gag that consists of the frustration of the viewer every time
the Springfield place or the state to which it belongs is mentioned. Springfield's creation name was chosen by Matt Groening, creator of The Simpsons, as the show's installation because it is the most common place title in the United States. The city was partly inspired by Melonville, the city's Second City television (formerly Canadian telecommunications
sketches), which includes a large number of recurring characters. Groening was attracted by the idea of his own mini-university, based on the Simpsons on this concept. Springfield's troubled location has become a common gag in the series. There are 34 states in the United States that have at least one community with that name. In the episodes, they scoff
at the fact that the state to which Springfield belongs has never been disclosed, adding conflicting descriptions, preventing maps that appear on the screen, and interrupting conversations that relate to it. This, therefore, has caused a lot of speculation about the location of the state in which Springfield is located. For more discussion, numerous episodes refer
to states springfield not in to limit the search for a fence for this state. A website about Springfield's location concludes that because of the conflicting evidence in the series, it is impossible for the city to have any real location. David Silverman, one of the directors of The Simpsons, mentioned in some comments that Springfield is in the fictional state of
Northern Tacoma, based on acronyms that appeared in the envelopes of some of the letters of the series: NT and TA. In any case, this has never been confirmed in any canonical episode of The Simpsons or its other producers. The Simpsons: The film adds more uncertainty to the location of springfield state in Ned Flanders mentions the four states that
share Springfield: Ohio, Nevada, Maine and Kentucky. While the first and last touch to each other without any space between them, the others are significantly separated from each other. The opening credits mention that the exteriors of the film were shot on the spot, but the name of any state does not appear. To promote the film, several Springfield cities in
the United States competed to screen the premiere in their own city or city. Springfield of Vermont won and, in response, Groening testified that he always tried to get the Simpsons springfield to represent a mix of Oregon Springfield and his hometown of Beaverton. History of the Colonial Era of Jebedia legend of the city. Springfield was founded in 1796 by
settlers seeking passage to Maryland after misinterpreting a passage from the Bible. They were actually looking for New Sodomy. Pioneer Jebedia Obedia, Jebedia Jebedia Springfield, founded the village and became a local figure, but throughout the series turns out to be a highly questionable character. For example, although he founded an adult village,
next to Springfield's oldest stump there is a hut where he was supposedly born. His rival town, Shelbyville, was founded by his companion and then enemy, Shelbyville Manhattan. The rivalry between them dates back to the time when the two cities were founded and emerged from the differences in lifestyle that each of them wanted to lead. Schelbyville
Manhattan wanted to lead a fun life and wanted men to be able to marry their cousins, while Jebedia Springfield wanted to keep a chaste life and a fair government. On the opening day of Jebedia Springfield, a lemon tree was planted to remember that sweet moment. At the time lemon was the sweetest fruit available. Lemon tree has come to have some
symbolic burdens for modern Springfield youth, as it is the source of the lemons from which they make juice to sell and take some money. So when a gang of young men from Shelbyville stole a lemon tree in 1995, Springfield's parents and children gathered epically to get it and re-driven him to their old place, but with a half-girl. In 1996, on Springfield's
bicentennial, Lisa Simpson did research on the city's founder and discovered that Jebedia was actually Hans Sprungfeld, George Washington's enemy pirate criminal. He realized that until 1795 there was no data from Jebedia Springfield, and found only information about a silver pirate named Hans Sprundfeld, who in 1781 tried to moor Washington.
Frustrated, Lisa discovers that the whole legend attributed to Jebedia Springfield was a poetic distortion or an exaggeration of what happened to her. They say he tamed a brave buffalo and killed a bear (as the statue in the town square recalls), but in his confessions he says that when the buffalo was found, he was already tamed and only had to shoot him,
while modern history suggests that he was killed, possibly by a bear. Only Lisa, Homer Simpson and Hollis Herlbert, president of the Springfield Historical Society, know Jebedia's pirate identity, and after several frustrated attempts to reveal it to people, Lisa decides to keep it a secret when she realizes that the greatness of Jebedia's myth is more important
than historical truth. In 1797 and, among other things, the Dry Law was enacted in the same year, and its non-compliance is punishable by a catapult. The following year, the law was repealed. In 1997, a dry law was tried to reinstate in Springfield, after Bart Simpson got drunk in public. It barely lasted a few days and was repealed under the fueros
amendment. In the early 19th century, some settlers exchanged American weapons for corn. Then the Indians used these weapons to threaten the whites and get corn. Numerous military trips that abound in nearby Springfield, such as Fort Springfield and Fort Sensato, show the difficult relationship native Americans have with settlers upon arrival. Although
he is credited with killing the bear in 1838, and so there are historians who find the date of his death this year, Jebedia is also said to have saved the people of Springfield from death during the Great Blizzard of 48. This is probably due to the fact that Jebedia founded the first hospital in Springfield, making it dirt and logs. If Jebediah Springfield was still alive
in 1848 he probably should already be very old, rubbing or surpassing a hundred years. The modern era and recent events Somewhere between 1861 and 1865, during the American Civil War, Springfield was the site of two battles. In the first Battle of Springfield, they collided with the North, South and East, trying to keep the city inside and near the Union,
respectively. Jebediah Springfield is also often credited with founding the foundation of the day of batting - in Latin America, club day - May 10, 1775 during the Battle of Tyconderoga. This official version of the origin of this holiday wants to hide the true xenophobic motives that gave birth to the festival. In fact, the day of the beating dates back to 1924 and
begins as an excuse to beat the Irish. In 1998, Homer Simpson took out Ray Patterson as a municipal health inspector after sixteen electoral victories. Homer's mismanagement ends the department's annual budget in less than a month, and the dumpsters threaten to go on strike in case they don't collect their salary. To get the money back, Homer rents an
old abandoned mine from Springfield to other cities to deposit his waste and garbage soon sprouts throughout the city, making it an inappropriate place to live. As a desperate measure, Springfield moves eight kilometers further, and the city's former site becomes a dump. At the end of 2000 Springfield was divided into two cities in a short period of time, due
to dispute over the phone prefix. The proletarian district of Springfield changed its console to 939, while the wealthy quarters retained the old prefix 636. This led to lower-class citizens taking their share of Springfield as a separate city called New Springfield. They erected a wall separating the two console areas and Homer Simpson was elected mayor and,
again, his leadership prompted the departure of all New Springfielders. Mayor Joe Kwimbi retained control of the aristocratic side and became known as Old Springfield. The two cities met when the music group The Who, which was in old Springfield for a concert, offered an abbreviated version of the set to avoid having to memorize new phones with new
consoles. The band played in exchange for the destruction of the wall separating the two cities. In the summer of 2007, Springfield, with Homer's help, reached the highest level of pollution in the United States; so Russ Cargill, president of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), decides to take decisive action against the city. Cargill deceives U.S.
President Arnold Schwarzenegger to isolate the city in a large glass dome and then destroy it with a bomb and open new American guns. Finally, to correct his mistake by polluting his city, Homer manages to pull the bomb out of the dome and, when it explodes, it collapses, reuniting Springfield with the rest of the world. Geography Physical Geography and
Fauna Springfield Peak of Death. Springfield's geography varies depending on the needs of each episode. It includes forests, meadows, mountain ranges, deserts, gorges, beaches, canyons, swamps, lakes, canals, ponds and even glacier. Sometimes it was seen in a series of springfield shores, with access to the ocean, while other skyline shots were
shown without traces of what the coast might be. The most important geographical locations are springfield Gorge, Springfield National Forest, Mount Springfield Volcano, Springfield Wasteland (known as the Alkali Plains), Slaughterhouse (based on the Matterhorn), Springfield Glacier, Useful Mountain National Park, Springfield Hill, West Springfield (oil farm
area) and Springfield National Park. Wildlife includes grizzly bears in the forest, wolves scouring the city, vultures on the plains, manats on the south coast, lizards in swamps, white leopards and mountain goats at the highest points and badgers in the mountains. One of the consequences to the pollution of the lake will be the mutation of several wild animals
in the area. A good example would be a flashing three-eyed fish. The Springfield Climate Is in an area that receives both heavy rains and heavy snowfall (even in midsummer). Most of the year the sky seems clear and the days are sunny. Springfield is prone to extreme heat waves. In the United States, there is no geographic area that meets all these
weather conditions, which adds more uncertainty to the true location of the city, if any. Springfield is sometimes close to the ocean, which should give a fairly humid climate and sometimes close to deserts and wastelands, which should lead to a dry, dry climate. The proximity of mountain systems suggests that the village must somehow be protected from
heavy rains and be hit by unpredictable winds. Either way, it seems a constant fact that people in Springfield cross the river with quite a stream throughout the year. Springfield has suffered almost any type of natural disaster including avalanches, earthquakes, acid rains, floods, hurricanes, lightning strikes, tornadoes, volcanic eruptions, and meteor strikes.
Springfield nuclear Central Urban Landscape. For the most part, it consists of single-family houses, forming a large grid of streets that are carved at right angles. All the city's electricity is provided by a nuclear power plant. Springfield does not respond to any fixed plans that are supported in each episode, although he tries to show some continuity in this
regard. The malleability of the places in Springfield responds greatly to jokes or gags. Springfield Bridge For example, in the general plans of the early seasons the Simpsons house is clearly in the middle of urbanization with many other houses around. In recent seasons and in the film, it seems that the simpson family home is located on the outskirts of the
city, adjacent to the forest on the outskirts. Just for the gag, the Simpsons' back garden was made to get into the parking lot of the nuclear power plant and within one episode springfield Cemetery moves right there. The luxurious home of former President George W. Bush occasionally appears on the sidewalk across the street from the Simpsons house, but
one day Marge crosses the desert, which is in the same place. The proximity of the airport is mentioned only and becomes a problem in a relatively late episode. Moe's Tavern seems to be next to a music store (which may be in front or next door) and quite far from the Simpsons house (Homer rides by car), but in the episode, again with a sense of humor,
implied that the bar is on the evergreen terrace itself and in the film the church and tavern together, which does not seem so in the series. Despite all these urban inconsistencys, it can be divided into six main areas: the civil zone or the development, where most of the working two-headed houses are located; industrial zone, where factories, television studios
and a nuclear power plant are located; A shopping area where department stores and office buildings are located; a rich area where the mansions of Springfield's wealthiest characters were built; a poor and marginal area where all the buildings are in ruins and inhabited by offenders and criminals; and more rural areas with farms and plantations where the
most humble people live. There are also many other secondary areas among them: the Rat's Nest, Troubled Neighborhood, Chinatown, Crackton, Springfield East, West Springfield, Greek quarter, Junkyville, Little Bangkok, Little Italy, Little Newark, Little Seattle, Ethnic quarter, Lower East, Pensions, Recruiting Ranch, Slums, Springfield Harbor, Sea Area,
Elevated Springfield, Springfield, Springfield There is also a housing project called Lincoln Park Village. There is usually a permanent cast of characters that inhabit these areas or at least roam them (secondary characters). The characters who have shown fixed housing are the Simpson family, the Flanders family, the Skinners, Moe, Barney and Apu since
he married. It's hard to assign a fixed home to other minor characters in the series, as the visualization of their home always depends on the gags. Among Springfield's curious tourist attractions throughout the series are: Burlesque House, Monorail, an escalator that leads to nowhere (Marge vs. Monorail), a wand tower (Marge vs. monorail), the world's
largest magnifying glass (Marge vs. Monorail), a lemon tree that was planted in honor of the sweet moment. , white giant letters that say the name of the city parody Hollywood, the casino Mr. Burns, which was demolished later, used tires burning, harbor boulevard, bottomless well and Mystery place Springfield, where if someone enters they can not return to
the real world. Some of the places that most appear in the series: Kwik-E-Mart Apu Nahasapeemapetilon, Montgomery Burns Nuclear Power Plant, Springfield Elementary School, Mo Tavern, Jebediah Springfield Statue, Town Hall, Flanders House and The Simpsons House. Springfield Pollution is the most polluted city in the entire United States. So much
so that recently they tried to isolate it in the dome and destroy it. This city is also proudly home to the tyre dump, which burns the longest since 1966 or 1989. The village not only produces a large amount of garbage, but also at the time takes waste from other cities, turning them into a landfill and forcing it to displace its location. Visitors to Springfield are
advised to wear anti-radiation suits and wear Geiger counters (environmental radioactivity detectors), as this could be one of the most radioactive cities in the United States. This is because the Springfield nuclear power plant was built at a time when the Nuclear Energy Regulatory Commission was not rigorous enough. The core of the plant was allowed
instead of being covered with several protective layers of concrete, lead and graphite that would be made with agglomerate and nailed the fore to get lucky. Lake Springfield, where some soft debris from the plant will stop, has resulted, as a result of radioactivity and contamination, in several endemic animal species: a fish with three eyes, called Wink Bart, a
squirrel with several dozen eyes and a very aggressive or the same animal that can throw laser beams through the eyes. Radiation and insufficient disposal of toxic waste have also altered the flora, giving mutations like trees with tentacles. Government and Infrastructure Elected Officials Current Springfield Mayor Joe Kwimbi (from the Democratic Party),
while his representative in Congress Krusty Clown (from the Republican Party). Despite being an MP, Krusty remains an actor and continues to present his eponymous children's show on local daily television, seeing his political career as an extra job for his work in show business. Mayor Kwimbi is obviously incompetent and immoral and particularly corrupt
and fraudulent. Kwimby is a dirty womanizer, and is constantly seen in public openly unfaithful to his wife. Kwimby went to Jamaica during the city's flu epidemic and used city funds to subsidize the killing of his enemies and their acquittal when he belatedly confessed to involvement in criminal activities. Springfield residents typically accept the mayor's
behavior, except in some specific cases, such as when citizens accused kwimby of a traffic jam caused by Bart (the longest in history). Ever since the series began, he seems to have always been the mayor of Springfield and is starting to tire of being elected; sometimes it did not play its political role as the central theme of any chapter. The Springfield Police
Department, headed by Police Chief Clancy Wiggum, is also incompetent, but he manages to thwart criminal plans that he usually investigates by accident. Gambling laws and same-sex marriage are legal in Springfield. Medicinal marijuana use was illegal in Springfield State at the initiative of some puritanical minds. Sugar was banned, but only for a while.
The dry law was also applied in accordance with the foreign and repealed in accordance with the amendment to it. However, the sale of alcohol is limited to certain schedules. Crime among Springfield's most notorious criminals are former supporting actor of the show Krusty Robert Underdunk Terwilliger, a former archaeologist of Snake Jailbird and an
Italian mafia organization. The city's main criminal organization is run by Mafia boss Fat Tony and his henchmen, Louis, Legs and Johnny Lipsellados. They settled accounts with Springfield civil servants, like when they paid bribes to Eddie and Lou's agents to smuggle alcohol through The Dry Law. Springfield is on death row, which can be carried out in an
electric chair, catapult, guillotine and gas chamber. Springfield's various prisons include Charles Montgomery Burns State Prison, City Prison, Springfield Correctional Institute, Springfield Juvenile Correctional Facility, Springfield Youth Residence, Springfield Prison, Springfield Prison, Springfield State Prison, Springfield Women's Prison and Morningwood
Prison. Springfield people and culture arts and entertainment hosts opera, outdoor amphitheater, arboretum, vibrant jazz scene and was previously considered the entertainment capital of their state. There are also a number of museums, including the Springfield Museum (which exhibits the world's largest cubic zirconium), Springfield Acquamientum,
springfield Museum of Natural History, Swordfish Museum, Springsonian and Philatelic Museum. This city also wanted to have a home auditorium designed by Frank Gehry, but soon became something more practical: prison. Sadgasm, Springfield's music group, created a new musical style known as grunge in the 1990s. Media Station KBBL, S.A. acts as
the main distributor of audiovisual media; owns at least three Radio and Television Network: KBBL-TV (also known as Channel 6), where Kent Brockman, Scott Christian and Arnie Pye ('From Heaven') work on television news. He also airs the children's show Krusty the Clown, alongside Sideshow Mel (a role previously played by current criminal Bob
Terwilliger). It is the highest-rated audience channel in Springfield and locally successful shows such as The Crusty Clown Show and The Crush Lil Starmaker. In one episode he belongs to Burns Media and says his record: Channel 6 is still in English. Bill and Marty are the commentators of the morning show KBBL-FM at 102.5. KBBL 970 AM broadcasts a
talk show hosted by conservative Birchibald Birch T. Barlow and another sports commentator hosted by Jock Squawk. KEBBL 640 AM is a Spanish-language version of the same station. KUDD 570 AM is a rural radio station located in Spittle County that can be heard in Springfield. KSUG 530 AM Canal Ocho is a Spanish-language network whose most
important personality is the Bumblebee Man, which appears in a clean style than Chapulin Colorado. Other programs include The Gabbo Show and Los Voces Latinos. Bumblebee Man series Homer Simpson is the favorite and one of Channel 6's most competitive. Springfield Buyer is the city's local newspaper. Sports Baseball City Springfield Isotopes,
players from the minor league baseball team. They play at home at Duff Stadium. The isotopes were the inspiration for the new name of the Florida Marlins, Albuquerque Isotopes, when they were moved from Calgary to Albuquerque, New Mexico. Homer Simpson tried to keep the Isotopes from going to Albuquerque on hunger strike. Isotope player Buck
Mitchell's wife snouted in front of love to promote her new CD while playing. At the other Springfield Stadium, there is a basketball and hockey stadium where Ice-O-Topes players play. The city also has a WNBA franchise that plays in the same facility. Springfield also has a large football field. Once the Portuguese and Mexicans collided on this field, when
they played in the final of the World Cup. Springfield Race Track (oval track, where different racing cars compete). Springfield Racecourse and Gallodrom. Springfield Association of Semi-Professional Boxers. An NFL team, a random merger developed by Homer. Springfield atoms the football team. Springfield isotopes of the baseball team. Two collegiate
football teams at Springfield University and Springfield State University. Rivalry with Shelbyville exists The visceral rivalry between Springfield and its nearby town of Shelbyville began between Jebedia Springfield and Shelbyville Manhattan, the eponymous founder of the villages. Manhattan wanted to find a colony where men could freely marry their cousins,
but Springfield did not allow it. Thus the settlers were divided into those who inhabited Springfield and those who inhabited Shelbyville. The rivalry extends to this day through American football and with lemon tree near both borders. Shelbyville created a play describing the rivalry between the two cities, drawing the residents of Springfield as a redomad jerk.
The unrest of Springfield residents tends to be rioting, usually because of the little things, albeit sometimes for patriotic reasons. The mass and unified actions of its citizens for trivial or patriotic purposes often reflect an ignorant, impulsive and chauvinistic American society that offers violence as a solution to both personal and national attacks. These riots
also often lead to Springfield characters creating in disbelief and fear of the outside that often characterizes America's fiercest public criticism. Day Beat Celebration: The Day When Jebedia Springfield Killed the Snake club. It is celebrated by the killing of snakes with batons. Richard Nixon and other characters participated in this party. Love Day Holiday,
invented by The Huntington's Warehouses. Celebrations created by Mayor Joe Kwimby, such as Michael Jackson Day, Snow Day or Homer Simpson Day. Founder's Day, which recognizes the greatness of Jebedia Springfield. On one of those days Lisa discovers that it was a pirate when evidence really found that she was wearing a silver tongue. St.
Patrick's Day: This day is celebrated by all springfield residents, dressing all green, there was a chapter in which Bart mistakenly ends up drunk and another chapter in which a South Irishman (dressed in green) eventually fights with the Northern Irish (dressed in orange), this is where the Hulk and the Mole make a cameo. Long? Springfield Guide In 1998,
HarperCollins Publishers published are we there yet? The Simpsons: A Guide to Springfield, a fictional guide for tourists to springfield. The first Spanish edition arrived in Spain in December of the following year by Ediciones B. This guide lists the annual springfield attractions, accommodations, restaurants, pubs, shops and events that appeared in the series
before the publication date. Information and extensions offered Places and events are not necessarily canonical, they appear in the series, and it comes with a humorous and relaxed tone that tries to mimic the same from the series. There are also some essay opinions about some of the characters in the series and a small guide to survival. Springfield's Past
Springfield Future External Links This article was highlighted by Simpson Wiki Community in Spanish
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